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Raymond L. Horton. The GeneralLinear Model, Data Analysis in the Social

and Behavioral Sciences. New York: McGraw-Hill International Book Company.
1978. pp. xi + 274.

It is a parsimonious book for the massive material it contains. Written for
advanced students of social and behavioural sciences, it presents the analytic uses,
limitations, and assumptions underlying the application of five techniques: factorial
analysis of variance designs, latin square designs, repeated measures designs,analysis
of covariance, and general regression analysis.

The slimness of the book is made"possible partly by the parsimony of style -
a parsimony which did not impair the clarity of exposition - but mainly by the
unifying factor of the general linear model (GLM)presented in the first two chapters.
In this respect, the work reviewedresembles a 1978 book on demographic technique
of analysis by Guillaume J. Wunsch and Marc G. Termote (plenum Press). There,
too, in introductory chapters the common elements of cohort analysis and period
analysis were first presented in a general manner and then applied to the four fields
of mortality, nuptiality, natality, and migration. These examples of generalizability
are recommended to expositors of intricacies in our profession. Such methodological
generalizations are a condition of real interdisciplinary exchanges, of which this
journal is a notable example. There is something genuine about that kind of generali-
zations in comparison with the more desperate attempts to generalize about the
society so beloved of recent Ph.Ds.

Another contribution to the slimness of the book is made by the avoidance of
detailed computational formulae. These, when presented in a textbook, tend to be
rather unique for each specific application of GLM. The avoidance of these detailed

presentations is possible in the age of the computer, when, provided the general
principle is understood, the computational detail can be left to the computer
software. The general principle to be understood and used here is matrix algebra.

The author shows how all techniques of analysis of variance and regression
analysis hinge on the solution of a single matrix equation, the so-called "normal
equation". The student must thus pay the price of learning matrix algebra, a bargain
price, when discounted by future uses and benefits. The investment required is the
slow reading of three pages of an appendix with the basics of matrix algebra, again
clearly written and easy to understand.
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participation is positively related to the number of livingchildren for Pakistan. This
relationshipdoesnot hold good for Bangladesh,however. Femaleliteracyhasbeen
found to have positive influence on rural fertility in the case of Bangladesh but
negative influence in that of Pakistan. By using probit method for estimating the
demand for additional children in Pakistan, Khan fInds that the most important
variables determining fertility are the numbers of living sons and living daughters.
The coefficients for the number of boys are larger in absolute value than those for
the number of living girls. The author, therefore, correctly concludes that this
differential indicates a preference for sons. Khan's methodology for fertility research
is a novel one. His paper convincingly demonstrates the usefulness of human capitaJ
theory to fertility analysis. His theoretical discussionis both lucid and authoritative.
The editor's observation that Khan neglected biological determinants of reproduction
and social income in his analysis is correct. Data deficiency and difficulties in
conceptualization of such variables probably explain Khan's decision to ignore such
variablesin his anaJysis.

The second paper, entitled "Health and Economic Development: A Theoret-
ical and Empirical Review", by Robin Barlow focuses on the role of health in the
process of economic development. Barlow givesan impression that he is not satisfied
with empirical studies, firstly, because of inadequate methodologies, inappropriate
specification of the models and the crude nature of proxy variables, and, secondly,
because conflicting fmdings on this subject make it difficult to draw broad
generalizations. Barlow's basic model treats health, nutrition, education, fertility,
consumption, income and leisure as endogenous variables. The model does not
incorporate the impact of migration and urbanization on health or development.
This is a serious shortcoming, as these variables playa very important role in the
developing countries. For example, migration and urbanization as related to health
may have a significant influence in Pakistan where 50 percent of the maternal and
child-health centres and 80 percent of all hospital beds are located in urban areas
when urban population constitutes no more than 35 percent of the total population.

The third paper, which is more descriptive than analytical, entitled "Health,
Nutrition and Mortality in Bangladesh", by W. Henry Mosley analyses the health
trends in Bangladeshin a Beckerian framework. He shows that mortality trends in
Bangladesh are dictated by political, economic and social factors affecting the supply
and availability of food. Analysed in a Beckerian framework, the problem of low
average level of "Social Income", stemming largely from adverse 'Social Environ-
ment', presents a dismal picture of high mortality and precarious economic and
health conditions of the majority of popultion in Bangladesh. The editor's comment
that in countries like Bangladesh,where adverseenvironment.depresseswelfare levels,
the application of individual human capitaJ theory for valid policy prescriptions
would be problematic cannot be easily accepted. The crucial question in this regard
is that of operationalization of the concepts of 'social income and social environ-
ment'. Until this is done and the scope of anlaysis is broadened, such suggestions
should be seen more as a plea for a richer data set than as a criticism of the existing
methodologies.

This reviewer found the discussion of mean square error (MSE) somewhat
incomplete. In sampling, up to fIvecomponents have been identifIed in recent litera-
ture. To the author, the traditional focus of statistics courses on sampling theory
(and the detailed computationaJ methods avoidable in the age of computers) seems
to be responsible for the confusing separation of ANOVA and regressionanalysis as
two separate analytic tools. Skipping over MSE and avoiding the most recent
achievements in the field, the author is only consistent with his general approach, but
the reader should be aware of this one limitation.

There are complete indices, a brief but well-balanced bibliography, an
elaborate list of contents (repeated helpfully with further elaborations at the beginn-
ing of each chapter), and the usual statistical tables required for the pursuit of the
text.

Ismail Sirageldin (ed.). Research in Human Capitaland Development. Vol. 1.
Greenwich, Connecticut: JAI Press Inc. 1979. pp. xiii + 258.

Research in Human Capitaland Development (RHCD) is a "Research Annual"
which aims at investigating "the relationship between the development and utiliza-
tion of human capital and the process of economic and social change" (p. vii). This
serieswill consist of interdisciplinary studies which are typicaJly longer than a journal
article and shorter than a monograph and will be specifically addressed to "fertility,
health, education and manpower, migration and the triangle of equity, distribution
and efficiency" (p. vii). Edited by Professor Ismail Sirageldin, this first volume of
RHCD has touched on most of these areas. Part I of this volume has three articles
under the heading "Health and Fertility". Part II contains five articles under the title
"Education and Manpower" and Part III has only one article on "Distribution and
Equity" .

The fIrst paper by M. Ali Khan, entitled "Relevance of Human Capital Theory
to Fertility Research: Comparative Findings for Bangladeshand Pakistan", is divided
into two parts. The fIrst part spells out the static theory of the household
production model while the second part dealswith dynamic extensions to the model
presented in the fIrst part. The static model is empirically formulated in terms of a
simultaneous equation model with fertility, mortality, income and female labour
force participation as endogenous variables. Income adequacy has a positive effect
on the prpbability of Bangladeshi women wanting additional children where-asthis
fmdings is reversed in the case of Pakistani women. Female labour force


